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Foreword

The papers in this book were presented at A Symposium in
Rhetoric at the Texas Woman's University, in Denton, Texas, on
April 26, 1974. The Symposium, "Rhetoric: 1974," was a_ project of
the Federation of Noith Texas Area Universities, which includes
East Texas State University in Commerce and North Texas State
University and the Texas Woman's University in Denton. With the
cooperation of the supporting universities, the Symposium was con-
ceived and planned by the faculty of the Department of English at
TWU iri accord with its doctoral program, which provides a con-
centration. in rhetoric.

The Federation joins the graduate programs of the three area
universities, enabling each to provide not only a richer curriculum
but more extracurricular scholarly activities for its graduate students
than would be possible separately. The 1974 committee for the
Federation Degree Program in English included Lavon B. Fulwiler,
Chairman, and Eleanor James and Dean Bishop, all of TWU;
Thomas A. Perry, of East Texas State; and Jackson E. White, of
North Texas State. The planning committee for this symposium was
directed by Dean Bishop and included Turner Kobler and William
E. Tanner, all of TWU.
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Four distinguished rhetoricians from off-campus and one TWU
faculty member were invited to participate in the one-day 'netting,
all of the papers are printed here. At the first session, Edward P. J.
Corbett, of the Ohio State University, served as moderator. Essays
were read on "Rhetoric and the .Contemporary Student," by Gary
Tate of Texas Christian University; on "Rhetoric itnd Style," by
James 11. Bennett of the University of Arkansas, on "Rhetoric and
the Creative Artist," by Winston 'Weathers of the University of
TulSa; and on '.'Ilhetorie.. and Linguistics," by Turner -Kobler of the
Texas Woman's University. A question-and-answer Session, led by
doctoral candidates from TWU, followed.

At the evening meeting, Professor Corbett delivered the prin-
cipal address. "Rhetoric, Whether Coest Thou?" The Exordium 'was
delivered by Leslie R. Kreps, Vice President for Academic Affairs
at. TWU, and Narratins were presented by Fied Tai plc), Chairman
of the Department of Literature and Languages of East Texas State,
and by La\ on B. Fulw iler, Chairman of the Department of English
at TWU.

The Symposium, to be repeated in April of 1975, was bolded
and eneout aged by the Federation because of the increasing public
a rndscholarly interest in thetoric $n the Southwest. As Dr. K eps
remarked in the E.x.ordimni

"We are proud of this Symposium because, as part of the Fed-
ration of North Texas Area Link ersities, we at the Texas Woman's
Unuersity are participating in a pal Ocular ty pe of consortium effo.t
in graduate education. Them are man) diffetent Fedaation pro-
p anis. hi some of them all three of the 1.111iN ersitiesgrant the degree.
In others, two do, and in a few, one university grants the degree.
The program in English with a concentration in rhetoric is the one
progiam in which TWU is the degree-granting institution and the
other two inembeis of the Federation are in, supporting toles. So we
are %cry proud of this program and the Symposium which is bring
held here."

Speaking of the revival of interest in rhetoric, Dr. Kreps con-
tinued: "Long I had commiserated with certain of my colleagues
in the field of English that if they had kept a firmer hold on rhetoric,
we in the speech profession would probably ncNer have been born;
we would- probably have continued t.) be a part of the field of
English, as it was early in this century. And may be I wouldn't have
gotten into the field of classical rhetoric. But that was the rcason
It was such a pleasure when I came to this University to see plans
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m ell uncle' a), for a lather strong reclaiming, not only in ten s of
Individual professional effort but in terms. of degree offerings, of
the field of rhetoric in the Department of English. 1 v as glad to
have a part in the planning and the prcparatioi of the program ....
Now I am glad to sec students, finishing, the plug' ant and scholadv
meetings such as this being sponsored. In such a setting it is e.sen
tial to stress that rhetoric should ha\ e a rebirth of emphasis Lot
only at the Texas Woman's University' but nationw ide.
important is a re-emphasis on the rhetorical principles stressed by
the great classical rhetoricians: by Isoerates, by Aris.oile.
Cicero, by Quintilian.

"Today, if we are going to express our ideas clearly and per:
SliaSi \ ely,Wilether we ale a speech teachel, au English teacher, or
a bridge builder, e are going to have to fecapture the classical
emphasis on rhetoric .... The classical emphasis can ON e the
students with \\ hU111 we w ork some tools w ith which they can meet
the communication challenges they face. Because it doesn't matter,
as ..<1,ristode said, \A, bother y ou are a bridge builder or a statesman,
you have to be a rhetorician as well. Truth, whcreNer it is found,
needs the energizing that comes through the application of sound
principlqs of rhetoric. It is a challenging thing to do, a great subject
to teach.'

It is in the interest of that great and Challenging subject that
.th editors present this \ 0111111C and dedicate it to the fine seholat
\\ ho conceived of and designed the doctoral program in English
With a concentration in rhetoric for the Texas Woman's Univelsity .
Dr. Autrey Nell Wiley.

In a Narratio to the evening program, Dr. Lavon B. Fulwilei
paid this tribute:

"Dr. Autrey Nell Wiley, former Chairman of the Department
of English and Dean of the College of Arts' and Sciences of the
Texas Woman's University, thought of rhetoricas we who ale
in% olved in the Federated Degree Program in English todaN think
of itas an excellent co-ordinating force for the several basic Issues
in the teaching of. English and indeed of various humanities. hi mu
field in .particular, rhetoric is a link unifying the teaching of
composition, the teaching of literature, the teaching of lnguage."

Out of a vision of rhetoric as co-ordinator, Dr. Wiley lrgan
thinking of "a special English program providing a focus on rhetoric.

3



Consequently she designed and instituted an excellent and a work-
ablea very pragmatic as well as a very inspiringprograM for
which all of us enjoying participation in it today are genuinely
grateful," Dr. Fulwiler continued.

"Dr. Wiley is interested in the Federation of North Texas Area
Universities. She is interested iu our colleagues at East Texas State
University and North Texas State University. She is interested in
the Department of English as in the entire Texas Woman's Univer-
sity. And so one purpose of my narratio has been to Resent facts
about Dr. Wiley's efforts in the establishment of the doctoral de-
gree program in English with a concentration in rhetoric. I wish
also_to give special recognition to Dr. Wiley for her scholarly vision,
her fotesight, in planning this truly innovative program, to com-
mend her for her very able initiation of the program, which was
indeed approved as.,4 program operating under the Federation of
North Texas Area Universities; and to express publicl) our sincere
appreciation of her dedication." 1

J. Dean Bishop .

Turner S. Kobler
William E. Tanner

and
LavOn B. FulWiler

Consultant
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Searching for a Romantic Rhetoric

I speak to you today not as a rhetorician I am not.one
hut as a teacher of writing who is interested in rhetoric in the same
way that he is interested in linguistics, psychology, and literature.
I am interested in these various disciplines only insofar as they help
me help my students compose better English prose. In another role
on another day, I would also argue for the intrinsic Value of these
disciplines; but today I am interested in them only as they serve
my needs as a teacher of composition.

I want to talk with you briefly about hbw well contemporary
students and teachers of composition km.: been served by rhennie,
by its theorists, and by writers of textbooks. My thesis is simple:1,

w e I mtaN e been poorly s 'd in a number of ways, four of which I
would like to comment this afternoon. .

But Tirst I want to emphasize that I am not condemning all.
rhetoricians, all writers of textbooks. Counterexamples to what I

intersaycan certainly be found. What I am int\ ested in is what seem
to be widespread tendencies in both theory and practice. It may
be, of course, that I am reading the w 1 ong books, perusing the
w rong jbumals, watching the

4

wrong classes. But I think not.
1 i

The first way in which authors of- textbooks have faqed the
contemporary student of writing is by ignoring the spaciousness of
i hetoric, by concentrating almost solely upon anemic, enascul-kited
%ersions of rhetorical principles and processes. If rhetoric is what
I think it is the search Or truth and the means of making our
discoveries 'a% ailable then it khas not got into the cdmposition
textbooks, into the thinking of teachers. Can you imagine ruteacher
of composition telling his students that the semester is to be spent
searching for truths? His students would be amused, perplexed,
even angry : "But I enrolled in this class to learn.how to write!" Can
y uu imagine teacher treating -the outline as a w ay of searching
for the truth? Of course not. We are too interested in the student's

5
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gcAting the capital letters and Roman numerals in the right place's.
Truth must wait while we attend to topic st.ntences, paragraph
development, and "correct" diction. These ale not 1111W01111) topics,
but they arc of interest only as a means of getting at the truth of
a subject. I would argue that diction, kirexample, is of primary
unpoi tame not because of its ffect upon the reader but because
daleient words tell different stories, different words e% cal different
ti utlis or those approximations of truth disco\ ered by the w liter.
A search for a bettor word is a search for a better vision.

I am not here to attach blame to inch\ iduals, books, or ti adi-
tions. But it is sad that writers of composition, textBookk have been
so heavily I influenced, by those rhetoricians who VIM' rhetoric as
concerned almost solely with the techniques of speakiag and
wilting in other words, with rhetoric as a formal art, a Methodo-
logical art. num-and method are important, but substance must not

igumed. Let us lieN21 forget that rhetoric i., also a substantive

ic.has also served the contemporar3' student of writing
Pvtah by subjecting him to books that talk about rhetorical theory

...rut fail to incorporate that theory into practice. What I am
lamenting is the absence Of composition books which incorporate
all the available and rclevait ideas from such books. at Kinneavy's

Theory of Discourse, Corder's Uses of Rhetoric,- Young, Becker,
and Pike's IlhJuic: Discou.ry (ind Change, nid Corbett's Classical
Ilhuttn ie. for the Noder0 Student. Each of these has been available
for a number of years, Corbett's since 1965, Col dbr's and Kinneavy's
Nance 1971. Each has had wide circulation among teachers of com-
position and writers of textbooks, yet theft influence has been

Something of classical rhetoric a/ revitalized by Co.bett
weeps into some texts, but there is, as 'far as I know, very little if
any of Young, Becker, and Pike's fine work on invention, nothing of
Kinneay's aims of discourse, and no hint of that spacious view of
rhetoric taken by Corder. And unfortunately, none of these four

books or others which you might wish to add - is ideally suited
for use in college composition classesalthough Corbett's book has
been rather widely used in such classes.

We have today, in the relationship between rhetoric and the
teaching of composition, much the same situation that has existed
for several years in the relationship between linguistics and the
teaching of composition. First there is theory construction the
wort: of Chomsky, for example. Then we have'books that 14 about
linguistic theories, usually simplify ing them for beginning stuictit';



The next step is to incorporate into. writing textbooks a chaptek
two on linguistics, most ty picalh trasforational analysis. But

ith only a few, exceptions, no one has really- transformed the
theories into practical advice for the young writer. The major
exceptions are two or three recent books on sentence combining
techniques which use a transformational base. Such a pattern
thoory construction, popuhization, corpation eau he seen
although not quite so math, in the recent reN h al of itest in
rhetoric. Theories"have been re% iv,ed or constructed, -books popula-
izing these theories have been written I am not using voinilniize
in a p9jorative sense but just as with linguistics, thew has been
\ c r y little incorporation of theory into compoKition textbooks. One
obvious example,of what might be done comes to mind. Kinneavy 's
aims of discourse categories reference discourse, persuashe
discourse, literary discourse, and' expressive discourse might well
form the basis for a collection of illustrative readings. A reader
organized according to these categories would be irnmenseb maul
inwriting classes of all kinds. yet none- has appeared. And so
composition students are deprhed of tbe \ aluablc insights of
Kinneavy, just as they are deprived of the insights of other
rhetoricians who are doing exciting work today.

What I am asking for may be difficult, but not, I think,
hnp9ssible. I ask for textbooks which show young writers how to
search for the 'truth and how to communicate ghat they find. I
ask .for., textbooks 'which do more than repeat in slightly different
forpats \ Njuit William Irmscher has called the "cliches of our
Profession!'

What better job for a rhetorician than to; make available to a
large. and hungry audience the finest insights 4 his discipline. But
he needs to do more than just talk about rhetorical theory. He must
incornol a that theory into a NNell-designed ", well-structured viiiug
program.

Nfy third point, is that the contemporary student has been
poorly served because of (he lendenes of rhetoricians to constrict
models models of the inventive process, models fom talking about
style, models for arrpgement. The construction of models is by
nd' a well-established nrocedore in the sciences and social sciences,
and it is understandable why. rhetoricians have adopted this

.approach. After all, it is argued, we cannot observe directh the
workings of the mind during the inventie process or dring those
times when stylistic choices are being made. Therefore, all we can

7



do is construct models. A model is an abstraction a formula,.
diagram, set of rules that will enable us to, do on paper what

----kunbeings do in their heads and along their nervous systems.
This produre has produced interesting results, but I am too
much of a romantic not to wish that more attention be given the
suffer ing, loving, hating, successful writer. To abstract and Intel- ,

lectualizethe 'passions of a writer into models is a sport for
mandarin intellectuals, not for those who 'face several rooms full
of freshmen every week, semester after semester, y ear in and year
out.

We should not give up constructing models. Many operations
of the _mind and of the heart cannot be observed directly, but
subjective analysis and intuition are still available to us. We can
pa) attention. more than we do to our own minds and hearts in
action as we compose. And we watch carefully, being always
alert to, our inward motions, we may occasionally catch a glimpse
of something real happening, something that we had thought
could onlytbe talked of abstractly, in terms of a model, a set of
rules, a Inetbanibal process.

Oneexample. Invention has attracted a good deal of attention
in recent years. We lime rediscovered the classical topics, and we
Lase developed pre - writing procedures ianging from meditation to
journal keeping. We now ha\ e Richard Young's "nine-cell search
procedure," and we have mailable a fairly- substantial number of
journal articles pn the topic of im ention. What butlers me about
all this work is its artificiality. It seems to me that most of those
working in the area of in% cation hays gige,.i up entirely observing
writers at 1% oil, obsei ing themseh es as writers. In no other area of
rhetoric is the model held in higher esteem. I contend, however,
that there is still something maybe a great deal --to be learned
iunr paying attention to real people, including ourselves, inventing

and writing.
This semester I started my fr7shman composition course with

a sectioR on assertions, and support a very 'traditional, ordinary
soit of topic, althoughtI lead neN er;spent several weeks on just this
subject alone. In preparing to teach the assertion - support unit I
looked at large number of composition textbooks to see what was
written abut this topic. Almost 'without exception the reader was
Cold either to find supporting facts and details period or he
was told to look at his experiences, his reading, to see whether
supporting evidence could be found. Dissatisfied with all this
rather cavalier advice, knowing that in the past it had proved to

8



be of little help to students, I began to think about nly own writing.
I pretended was a student being asked as my students welt
asked to make an assertlun, something 1 believed in, and then
to support it. 1 wrote down several assertions easy moil; for au
English teacher who los es to make pronouncements and then I
began to support each one. That was when 1 realized that my
support did not come as a I esult of my looking mound lot facts and
csateile, but as a result of my .turning inw ard aad asl.ir. out.
sing* 4uestiout what in my pt experiences has, led nu. to belies e
the assertions I have made? This lealization that the support for an
assertion can often be found by asking, -Why do I behest:, this?"
enabled me to `help my students in a way that I had never been
able to. The results were startling. Some students found excellent
supporting es idence as a result of their questioning, others found
that they really had no solid reasons for holding an upmion um
belief. This last group made profitable discoveries about the shabby
quality of their beliefs. But I am not so interested in detailing col
you the success of tliis class as I am in pointing out that no absttaet
models were used just a, simple examination of the process of
opinion formation in.ordinary studeos. It is this kind of attention
to tl,e process of composing that I am calling for this afternoon.

Finally, I think there is a growing .danger in the NA:ay in which
ihetorieians haV-e re-discos ered ur has e emphasized anew the whole
business of appealing to one's audience. As this interest has beto
translated into composition textbooks it often smacks of tricks ;um-
manipulating one's readers. McCrimmon, in his ever popular
with a Purpose, tells the sttident, "Writing_is, not good or bad in
itself, but as it succeeds or f ,ails in- getting the response intended."
Not a word about -fidelity to facts, honesty, truthfulness, Only get-
ting the right response. This is advertising mentality!

I .am not arguing for the abandonment of the concept of
audience, but I do ask the question. how do we protect ourselves
and our students from des eloping an amoral attitude about the
limits to be observed when one begins to work on the audience's
fears and hopes and longings? It is well that we attend to the
rcalistie rein that real writers write for real people, but we should
always keep in mind as teachers that there are limits or
should be to how we teach students to manipulate di, leaders.
'Unless we consey, this sense of limitation to ow. students, they will,
in one more way, be poorly served by rhetoric.

I do not intend to condemn rhetoric or the study. of rhetoric.
It is a noble pursuit which should be the unifying ingiedicnt un all

9



higher Cjducation. What better definition of educ'.ation is there than
the one I gave for rhetoric. the search for truth and the means of
making what we find available to others, Rhetoric should be the
basic ingredient in any composition class, but ikshouid be a spacious
rhetoric, not the watered-down versions currently so popular. A
rhetoric for the composition student should also incorporate the
latest discoveries, whenever these disco), cries , ill serc the student
by helping him write better. And if a rhetoric for the student of
writing stresses as it should the concept of audience, then it
should also stress the essential ethics of rhetoric, the Inoeality of
rhetoric. Finally, 1 wculd- call for a rhetoric that -is based as closely
as possible on the actual composing process of human beings as
they. -write, a rhetoric that is not based entirely on models of the
writing process.

If my desire for spaciousness, morality, and subjectivity seems,
romantic, if the rhetoric I 'seek seems romantic, then let it be so.
The scientific desire for objectivity, exactness, and precision should
be honored; but the romance of the word endures.

Gary Tate
Texas Christian University
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Contemporary Concepts of Literary Style

Linguistic Stylistics

The domain of literary criticism has traditionally embraced the
description, interpretation, and evaluation of texts, and, through
the texts, authors, genres, and periods..In recent years, however,
the description of texts has expanded and sharpened tremendously
through the influence of linguistics. So powerful, in fact, has
become the desire to make the description of literary devices a
science, that many students of the subject consider the study of
devices a branch of linguistic science, confined to their analysis
and classification. The history oflinguistics, it is important to recall,
has experienced, a shift of emphasis from the diachronic study of
linguistic origins and change to the synchronic study of universal
laws, or structural linguistics. The methodS of structural linguistics
are being applied to all aspects of literature. From genres to
prosody, literature is being examined by the analogy of language.
Underlying this scientific trend is a distinct conception of style:
style is styles, or rather style is elements or features of styles. We
call this empirically and linguistically oriented discipline stylistics.

It follows that if style is devices, then stylistics needs not a meth-
odology but methodologies. Thus sty listics today multifariously seeks
to gather maximal information about techniques and to del, clop
precise methods for deriy ing that information. Instead of asking.
What is style? modern linguistic stylisticians ask: What are the
properties of a text? and What is the-best analytical instrument for
accurately examining each property? The goal may vary to
describe meter more precisely, to classify narratiy es more sy stemati-
cally but the contemporary linguistic sty listician i:, primarily
concerned v ith dey eloping the best tool for the demi iption of each
feature.

11



This empirical attitude seems bedrock to any reliable effort to
discos er what an author meant. Science, 'limes cr, is not directionless
observation, nor stylistics random inventories. Critics probably
always work on the basis of some conceptual framework, and a
concept conditions the critical model and therefore what is
perceived: style is ornament, style is idiosyncrasy, style is vision,
style is conscious choice, style is unconscious choice, style is
des iation from norms, style is selection- from pie-existing language
varieties, style is content, and so on. And as we have noted,
linguistic stylistics does follow a basic concept style is teXt
features. But linguistic stylistics has the great ads, antage of concen-
trating upon quantitative fact and systematic methodology. Clear
of the metaphysics of abltract definitions of style, it is better

. prepared to cope with abstractions. And the accumulation of
empirical data through systematic anal) sis of the numerous style-
features admits any concept or practical model safely, not merely
because sufficient es idence suppresses bias, but because qtrficient
categol ies of text-features ensure sufficient ( if not Nitlyct )
analytical models.'

It should be clear, then, that discussion qf concepts of style,
from the point of view of linguistic stylistics', means descriptive
methodologies of prosody or metaphor or syntax or semant0 or
structure and so on. I cannot examine all of the recent developments
in each of the elements of style,' obviously. (See the attached
classification of stylistic concepts and methodslor'' further reading )
But I can select a few notable contributions to the understanding
of arious features of a text,, which also illustrate tli-Y taxonomic and
typological passion characteristic of the exponents of a scientific
stylistics. To suggest the range, I have selected three areas of
attention: (1) registers, (2) narrative, (3)" meter.

I. Functional Styles (Registers, Varieties)
Every educated speaker of English is multilingual in the sense

of knowing how to use the large arieties of language available. A
variety is a related set of language choices identified as a subsystem
within the language as a whole. It is a style of linguistic performance
appropriate to a certain situation. Simply, certain situations produce
certain utterances. This condition of our language has recently
received increasingly systematic analysis. I. R. Calperin ( S(listics)
distinguishes five functional styles: 1) belles-lettres (poetry, emo-
tive prose, and drama); 2) publicistic (oratory, essays, journal. and
newspaper articles), 3) newspaper (headlines, news, and advertise-
ments); 4) scientific (humanistic and exact); and 5) official
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documents (commercial, diplomatic, legal, and military ). CrA stal
and Davy (Investigating English Style) are much more systematic,
beginning with eight dimensions of variation (individuality, dialect,
time, discourse, province, status, modality, and singularity'), and
then examining five varieties in detail: 1) conversation, 2)
unscripted commentary, 3) religious utterance, .1) newspaper
reporting, and 5) legal documents. Furthei icties an: suggested
in their final ichapter. The work on functional styles is still in the
preliminary stages. Finn distinctions ainong the \ arious subs),tms
await fuller objective data.

2. Narrative
Stru tural linguistics stopped at the sentence. People like

Roland arthes seek to go beyond the sentence to the laws of
discourse sentence linkage). In this approach, on the analogs of
language ach piece of literature is a structine, and all lam')
works fors a ast system of structures. "Narrati e discourse is an
ensemble f sentences organized according to laws higher On n
those of hi gnistics but homologous to them. Narrative is a second-
ary s) stem, a `Giant Sentence' built as. an order of smaller sentences
but whose sense is not reduceable to these sentences."' What me
these laws? EN cry narrative contains four basic variables: speaker,
speech event, participants, and narrated cent. Every narrative is
governed by rules of causality, temporality, and spatialization.
Andrew derives the following table from Jakobson's Shifters, Vc; gal
Categories, and the Russian Verb:

Participant involved Participant not involved
The Term The Term

Term in its Term in its
Relation Relat ion

Non-shifte: pn pnEn En EnEn
Shifter: / paps pnEn/ps En/En EnEns/Es

(Symbols: E, event; p, agent; n, narration; s, speech; shifters are
indicators, of point of view, e.g. "I"2) I cannot go into these terms
here but the model illustrates again the linguist's dri\ e for sstemi-
zation and logical pro'edure in search of laws. Like a sentence, a
story can be diagrammed. One can see immediately the imp)i tance
of this method to genre, and in fact some ci itics look forward to the
e entual creation of a scientific typology of narrative and other
types.

3. Meter
The inadequacy of the traditional iambic-trochaic, stressed-

talstiessed method of describing mete>L has long been recognized:
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Recent linguistic metrical analysis has increased our understanding
of meter significantly. We may distinguish two groups of linguistic
metrical analysis: structuralist and generative. One, identified with
Trager-Smith (Outline of English Structure) and Epstein and
Hawkes (Linguistics and English Prosody), treats stress in four
degrees (primary, secondary, tertiary, and weak), a system which
recognizes the complexity of stress and pitch in English, dependent
as it is upon phonological environment. There are ten kinds of
ian4 to choose from in each foot by this system, and some 100,000
differently scanning pentameter lines and more if junctures
(pauses) are included! The other group originated in 1966 with
Halle and Keyser's "Chaucer and the Study of Prosody," which
started a continuing debate. The issues are intricate indeed, but
the Halle-Keyser position is essentially that stress can be deter-
mined lexically or linguistically, instead of phonologically, thus
permitting the generation of rules. Critics of their system have
generally applauded the effort to bring order out of the chaos of
the study of prosody, but have sought to improve the rules.
Developments continue, and although some of the results are
debatable, application: of recent linguistic research is certain to
heighten one's prosodic awareness 'distinctively.

Literary Stylistics

I have been describing what seems to rue the unique contri-
bution of linguistic stylistics the systematic analysis of features
of language as they contribute to the meaning of a text. No one
doubts the enormous value of this work in clam Tying our under-
standing of literature. But I want to propose a .econd stylistics,
which I will call literary stylistics. Stylistics is first of all the
systematic description of the constituents of a text. But there is
another or a second stage the systeinatic description of the
interaction of the constituents of an artistic whole. This is the
second main domain of contemporary stylistics. This province of
the ."New Critics" of the thirties and forties the concern for
total compositional design is obvioUsly not new. But thanks to
linguistic stylistics the data is increasingly available for a more
precise understanding of what is literary unity.

Reuben Brower in The Fields of Light represents the intuitive
and common sense critics who have shown the way to a meaningful
literary stylistics. Brower conceives of a work of art as "imaginatively

organized," that is, as possessing "extraordinairy relationships".
( grammatical, logical, chronological, imaginal; dramatic, metaphor-
ical, rhythmic, etc.). His method is basically what is recently
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labeled paradigmatic but without overlooking the sy ntaginatit,. Ik
eks the full and exact definition of words by context, compares

similar expressions in the text, "pacing the continuities," and then
i elates the constituent designs in search *of "the wonderful and
in)stei ions experience of almost simultaneous]) peiceh ing Jam')
scts of relationships," which is the unique expel iencc of imaginath c
literature. "But linguists have also understood the fundamental
importance of the whole text, the parts interrelated to produce its
impact on the reader. Roman Jakobson's model3 for holistic analysis
offers an ultimate meeting place for linguistic and literary
cians:

Context
Referential

Addresser (Factor) .Message Addressee
Emotive (Function) ." Poetic Conative

Contict
That'

Code
Metalingual

By this system bothlinguistic and literary sty listicians are reminded
simultaneously of the complex reality that is literature and of their
responsibility to /help release that reality. The top word of each
pair describes the factors involved irk verbal communication. "The
addresser, sends a message to the addressee. To be operative the
message requires a context referred ..., seizable by the addressee,
and either verbal or capable of being verbalized; a code fully, or
at-least partially, common to the addresser and addressee ...; and,
finally, a contact, a physical channel and psychological connection
between the addresser and the addressee, enabling- both of .them to
enter 4,4 stay in communication."4 The bottoal word of each pair
describes the function of each factor, and the set of paired consti-
tuents, dramatizes what is involved in the elusive experience of the
network of language that is literary' art. His holistic model operates
as a. challenge ,f rid a correcthe to critics preoccupied with one or a
feW features, of a work of art.

Although it does not follow specifically the model described
Just now, jakobson's analysis of Blake's "Infant Sorrow" does follow
the spirit of his model. This essay evokes the "total attitude" Brewer
considers fundamental to literary art, but tracing the multiple
levels of symmetry in the poem. The only difference between
Brower and Jakobson (both use the phrase of words" to
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Idescribe a poem) is Jakobson's greater technical acility, which
enables him to observe, for example, that odd couple s of the poem
differ from the even ones in the structure of their rimes. "Both
riming words of any odd couplet belong to the same morphological
category, end with the identical consonantal inflectional suffix,
and are devoid of agreement in their prey oealic phonemes."5
Follow'ing a paradigmatic analysis of the "global symmetries,"
Jakobson moves into a syntagmatic analysis of the "dramatic
development," the "startling dy,ramism in the development of the
tragic theme" expressed in linguistic terms.

Literary Stylistics (Rhetoric and Speech Acts)
Yet in spite of their critical wholeness, both Brower and

Jakobson tend- to concentrate on erbal details of the work of art.
M. II. Abrams in The Mirror and the Lamp distinguishes, four
em itical traditions of the purpose of literature since Aristotle:
mimetic (represent reality), pragmatic (teach and please),
expiessiv e (inner feelings of author), and objective (beauty of
am tifact ). Both Brower and Jakobson work in the ()Weak e tradition,
they concentrate upon the message. That is Nkily the tradition of
rhetoric defined as the relationship between the writer and his
audience and the recent closely related concept -of "speech acts"
offer a needed co,:rectiv e. The rhetorical tradition of literary studies,
by concentrating squarely on the pragmatic and mimetic functror.,,
ovides a significant framework for stylistics.

Rhetoricians, by maintaining their attention on the addresser
tddiessce relationship, perpetuate the social function of literature.
In contrast, preoccupation with the artist and the al tifact emotts
literature from its social bearings. Donald C. Bryant ("Rhetoric:
Its Function and Its Scope") defines rhetoric as "the rationale of
informative and suasory discourse." More pointedly he describes
it as "the intentionalslireetional energizing of truth (mimetic),
of finding in any given situation all the available means of
persuasion (pragmatic)." Although Bryant tends to delimit the field
of rhetoric to reasoned discourse intended to inform public opinion
and recognizes the complexity involv ed in the issue of what a novel
or poem is intended to do to- an audience, he concludes, I think
pr:perlv, that the rationales "rhetoric" and "poetic" (stylistics)
"have had an irresistible tendency to come together, and their
similarities may well be more important than their differences."7
The rhetorician is concerned, that is, with all the terms of jakobson's
holistic model, but with an emphasis upon addresser-message-
addiessee. This domain of "the technique of disclosure addressed to
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the enlightenment and persimsion of the generalily of mankind"
offers a significant context for stylisticians, by which their :pork
might transcend mere technique.

A new theory of the ielationship of addi essci -message-addressee
has come in aid of rhetoric. it is called -speech acts." piopo-
'lents of this theory, by thcii stress upon uttelanees as peiformances
or actions, insist upon a compkx set of iesponsibilitics in speaking
or writing. Their tri-partite anal) tical. model cry stallizes the basic
rhetorical relationship of addressee -message-addressee:

1) locutionary acts (message: grammatical structures with
meanings);

3) illocutionary acts (function of each structure vis-a-vis
addresser-addressee);

3) perlocutionziry acts (impact on addressee).
The value of this schema to the sty listician is identical to that of the
'hew' ician. it confirms the social context. of the study of literature.

Max Black warns us against triN ial stylistics in The Morality of
Scholarship:

Modern literature, history, and analytic philosophy seem only
to confirm the congenial Matti% ism and nihilism that students
bring to the study of these "humanities." Too often abetted by
teachers who are equally perplexed, they readily turn to safe
questions of style, ,or to anything else that falls within the scope
of "objective scholarship." The sacred autonomy of art and
science becomes a pretext for converting what still claims ...
to be "an improvement of the intelligence, and especially the
intelligence as it touches the moral life," into an entertaining
game, dissociated from the problems of conduct, the ordering
of the good life, and the individual's relationship to society.8

The domains of rhetoric and speech acts remind us, in the words
of Richard Ohmann, that "Style borders on, and ovci laps with,
action?'

'James R. Bennett
University of Arkansas

NOTES
1J. D. Andrew, " The Structuralist Study of Narrative: Its His-

tory, Use, and Limits," MMLA Bulletin, 6, No. 1 (Spring 1973), 48.
2Andrew, p. 49.
3Roman Jakobson, "Concluding Statement: Linguistics and

Poetics," Style in Language, ed. Thomas Sebeok, 1960, p. 353.
.4Jakobson, p. 357.
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Poet-Painters," Linguistic Inquiry, 1 (1970); 3.

6Dona Id C. Bryant, "Rhetoric: Its Function and is Scope,'
QJS, 39 (1953), 180.

7Bryant, p. 210.
8Max Black, The Morality of Scholarship, 1969, p.
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The Value of Rhetoric to the Creative Artist

If we define rhetoric simply to mean "persuasion," then I'm not
sure that rhetoric will be of great value to the creative artist. But if
we define rhetoric in a more detailed way, it can perhaps be pro-
posed as a meaningful discipline for the creative minded. By more
detailed definition, I mean something like this: "Rhetoric is a
sharable systematic knowledge of the ways a communicator can
most effectively present what he has to say to a particular audience
in order to persuade that audience to give him a hearing, accept
him as a communication-intending speaker, recognize and agree to
the alue of the communication, and respond to the communication
in a meaningful way."

Even with that definition, however, rhetoric will not be
accepted wholeheartedly by creative people. There is an inevitable
resistance on their part to anything that boasts the characteristics
of "sharable" and "systematic." Creative persons have a natural
aversion to a sharing of their tricks and to a codifying of their habits.
To the creative person, rhetoric can look suspiciously like an ex-
posure and an imprisonment, all at once.

The creative person is not simply being perverse, however. On
the one hand he usually does have a desire to make some sort of
contact with an audience; on the other, he has a desire to express
himself in his own terms. And he's caught in a struggle characteristic
of all imaginative efforts: to move from the private into the public,
from the personal, subjective atmosphere in mlich the magic of
creativity takes place into the community "out there" where the
products of creativity must finally exist.

Taking a dim view of rhetoricretreating fearfully from public
artistry in an increasingly materialistic and ulgar agemaii)
artists have in our time developed aesthetics that are,blatanly anti-
rhetorical. Certainly. in the last two hundred years, many creative
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artists have argued that art mist exist and be evaluated in complete
disassociation from audiences; that ratlier than the artist making
accommodations to audiences, audiences must make accommoda-
tions to the artist; that the artist's first loyalty is to his own integrity,
sincerity, and naturalness, and certainly not to the needs and expec-
tations of audiences; and that any artistry that does attempt to
participate in a "sharable systematic knowledge of the ways" is
simply to be dismissed as popular, formulaic, and commercial
not to be dealt with in academe or literary-land.

This does not mean, of course, that no rhetoric at all is

practiced by creative artists. Even in this generally anti-rhetorical
age, some do seriously seek audience reaction in fact, we some-
times see the artist jabbing, pounding, manhandling audiences in
an attempt to manipulate and force-feed. But most of the time any
rhetol ic" that is practiced is denied or unacknowledged. Mention
the 1, cry word "rhetoric"- -and the artist will, ninety-nine per cent
of the'time, deny any such consideiations on his part, he will talk
about himself and his creative resources or about the art work he
has created, but he is not too likely to talk about audiences he is
trying to reach. Sometimes, yes. But most of the time, no. And be-
cause of the artist's refusal to subscribe openly to a "sharable and
systematic knowledge" about reaching audiences, the rhetoric he
does occasionally practice is usually inadequate, and marked by
ignorance; limited to fellow craftsmen whom he is trying to
impress or please, or disastrotisly diluted to reach some great indis-
tinguishable mass of "people out there." By refusing to recognize
rhetoric as a legitimate" part of artistry, the creator handicaps him-
self and, alas, compromises the very role of art in our society.

I, for one, would like to see the restitution of rhetoric into the
creative experienceand by restitution, I mean the public acknow-
ledgement of rhetoric and the identification of it as a part of the
artist's apprenticeship and training. For rhetoric to be of value to
the artist it must be brought out in the open, and our task as
rheto, icians is, surely, the publication of rhetoric' in that area of
discourseimaginative, creative writingin which we too often gem
to be self-effacing strangersletting creative writing rest exclu-
sively in the hands of those who maintain it as a mystery cult.
Our task as rhetoricians is to convince the artist that he really does
have rhetorical intentions the momentle hands his work ti someone
else to read, that he really does make rhetorical gestures in hig work,
even nowadays, uncertain and rough as those gestures may be; and
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that he leas nothing to fear by acknowledging rhetoric as a pan of
his expertise or by accepting a "sharable and systematic knowledge"
as part of his creative competence.

What I would really like to do, of course, is to convince the
young, talented writerstanding at the beginning of his cahter
to use traditional rhetoric as a foundation for his entire creative
effort, to study traditional rhetoric in school, prior even to his study
of creative writing. I'd like to say something like this to him:

One, if you study traditional rhetoric and grasp its fundamental
concern with audiences, you'll be committed to the most productiv e
and meaningful path that a-creative ,writer can follow. With such
a commitment, you'll be saved from the alternativethat of circling
around and around in the wilderness of your own moods, sensations,
joys, and pains; S circling around in which the tremendous energy
of your own creativity, unyoked from rhetoric, will lead you into
the swamps of solipsism and into the inevitable cult of personality,
will lead you finally to the frustrating .discovery that audiences,
whom you expect to applaud you 'nit ''vith whom you have refused
to cooperate, will no longer be listening to anything you have to
say but will respond to you only when you dangle your personality
in front of themdangle your life-style, costumes, vital statistics,
secret vices; will respond to you only when you parade your wife,
children, mistresses, and political comrades in front of them; and
will respond to you only as an extra-literary objet de theatre, not
as a writer, thinker, or serious spokesman of any sort.

A commitment to rhetoric will save you from that and will
help you maintain an effective relationship with audiences who
because of your very practice of rhetoricwill be encouraged to
enter into intellectual and emotional transactions with your works
of art. Nor will those transactions mean that you are having to say
things that audiences want to hear and with which they agree and
that you don't want to say..Some writers resist rhetoric because they
fear it means producing, contrary to their own desires, "happy
endings," "pat solutions," "false emphases" upon sex or patriotism
or such. But actually rhetoric means none of thatrather it is a
discipline used, frequently, to make palatable the very things
audiences don't want to hear and don't agree with. Rhetoric will
be your greatest weapon when you do wish to tell the truth as you
see it in the face of what you consider to be the misconceptions of
your readers.
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Two, if you study traditional rhetoric you will involve yourself
in the history of that rhetoric and, as in all studying of history, you
will be helped to escape the provincialism of your own particular
time and place. Simply by grasping the concernfrom ancient
Greece to modern Americathat man has had for the mysterious
relationship of speaker and audience, you will see that your activity
as a creative-writer is related to and rooted in tradition, an aware-
ness of which may keep you from wasting a great deal of time in
achieving your own delicate balance with reality and the world. It
was Reed Whittemore I believe, who said, in his book From Zero
to the Absolute, that the,greatest mistake of the contemporary artist,
especially the contemporary writer, is his insistence upon isolation
from the past, in his terrible imprisoning of himself in the present
moment, and his subsequent struggle, out of self-maintained ignor-
ance, to re-enact the last three thousand years of civilization, having
to discover the word all over again, having to run language, litera-
ture, and discourse through all the laboratory experiments again,
to insist upon shutting his eyes to everyone from Gorgias to I. A.
Richards and saying, "I'm going to figure this all out myself."

The trouble with figuring it all out yourself is that you will
stray into all the old booby traps and dead ends of discourse, all the
cliches and stereotypes and banalities that have long been charted
and identified in rhetorical history. You will write a great deal more
bad literature than you ever imagined you wouldpaying the
111C% itable price for making your own discoveries about man and the
word.

You may argue,-of-course, that your study of literary history will
effect an adequate historical perspective, that ) our study of Virgil
and Shakespeare and Milton and Pope will rescue you from provin-
cialism just as well as the study of traditional rhetoric can. And I
would agree. yet. in literary history you will surely discover that,
until very recent times, rhetoric was the very preparation for

and that for you to grasp the real quality of literature you will
need to grasp its rhetorical dimensions and bases.

When you realize that out of the total number of creative writ-
ers in the history of Western civilization, seventy -fiN,e peer cent were
either trained in rhetoric or lived in societies in which rhetoric
was the major educational subject, then you may begin to see that
in the larger scheme of things literature and rhetoric are insepar-
able. Indeed, the study of rhetoric can rescue you from a limited
notion of what literature is all about, what part it plays in the social
order, and what expertise produces it.



Three, if you do escape the solipsistic and provincial attitude
of the non-rhetorical writer, you will have achieved a critical libera-
tion that will be of tremendous value to you. You will discover that
you have stronger, more realistic criteria for the judgment of litera-
turenot only the literature written by others, but also that w hid
you attempt to write yourself.

You will judge literaturenot in terms of authorial personality
and mystique, or in, terms of the isolated work of artbut in
terms of audience reception and reaction. You will discover that
the question is not, Is this a good novel? but, Is this a good novel
for this audience? or For what audience will this novel best work?
You will reject that criticismprevalent in our times certainly
that re-enacts the fairy tale, "The Emperor's New Clothes," in its
insistence that what we really see, or feel, or think as audiences has
nothing to do with an evaluation of what is there. You will 'eject
the criticism, that says a work of literature can be evaluated prior
to its presentation to an audience. Rather your criticism will consider
bow. a work of literature reaches its readers, how it proceeds to talk
with its readers, how it relates to or negotiates with its readers. And
ou will realize, in your striving to meet critical standards, that

while your non-rhetorical fellow student is spending his energies dis-
co\ ering and establishing his "voice"you can perhaps more prof-
itably spend your energies discoN ering the psychological and emo-
tional dimensions of readers, the nature of their "ears," their literary
capacities, so that you can adapt your voices to their ability to listen
and understand. Nor will youonce you have your own critical
eyes set upon the critical goal of audience reactionbe diverted
by artificial and alien standards maintained somewhere aloft in
heaven or the New York Times or the University of So-and-so's
English departmentstandards that might make you'r work
acceptable to certain audiences but would divert you from the real
and viable audiences to whom you can most meaningfully speak.

And, finally, four: If you, young writer, study rhetoric first,
before specializing in creative writing, you will gain expertise in
the basic skills of discourse upon which all subsequent discourse
must rest. In your study of rhetoric you will come to realize that
the difference between expository non-fiction and imaginative
writing is a difference in degree and that the skills of invention,
arrangement, and style are applicable to all discourse, regardless of
the discourse's origin in fact or fancy and regardless of its intentions
to entertain or inform. Though the particular problems of fiction
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may differ from those of legal defenses, there are some ,amazing
generalities about language that unite all communication ,efforts.

/

You will, of course, learn a great deal about ianguageicommuni-
cation in other disciplineslinguistics, semantics, history of the
languageyet it is rhetoric that puts all those disciplines into
motion, and it is rhetoric that carries those disciplines into the
front-line production of discoursespeeches, letters, Philosophical
tracts; poems, stories, plays. .

This is not to say that in rhetoric you will learn all there is to
know about the technique of creative writing. The craftsmanship of
writing is a life-long concerna constant adaption of general
principles to particular circumstances. But the adaption must be of
"something"and that "something" is a knowledge of rhetoi ic, a,

technical expertise that, at its best, is broad and flpxible, providing
a repertoire of skills and a system of options. Ent lymemes work in
poems as well as in prose, metaphors are a part if seieptific expo-
sition as well as a part of fiction; beginnings and endings and the
problems thereto arc not exclush e to any kind oft discourse, illustra-
tions, examples, comparisons, and contrasts a0 standard fare in
the most technical of articles and the most delicate of haiku; the
sequential ordersclimactic, chronological --are found in political
harangues as well as in the recitations of imaginary love affaii i.

If you will study rhetoric first, you will ',be saved the agony of
plungingas some students of creativeic writing dointo the
details of the creative forms without a sound knowledge of funda-
mentals. You will be saved the building of your work upon the
shifting sand of unintended fallacies, no sequiturs, incoherence,
lack of unity, confused order, erratic sMistics. And you will be
spared the embarrassment of attempting to juggle a flashing dis-
plaof original images while sliding on the slippery- floor of poor
sentence structure, inadequate development of ideas, sloppy transi-
tions from thought to thought.

And there is an ancillary expertise to be gained from rhetoric
that should be mentioned: the increased canacitv for perceiving
human discourse. You, as a creative writer, will make much of your
insight into human behavior, your close and analytic-al observation
of human beings; thus you will be glad to findas your under-
standing of rhetorical techniquesiincreasesthat 3 our understanding
also increases of how people communicate or fail to communicate,
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relate or fail to relate. In the imitation of discourse, in ) our bring-
ing characters together in dialogues and conversations, your know-
ledge of rhetoric will improve your comprehensions and articulation
of the motives, intentions, procedures, even the convolutions of
what human beings say to each other.

So I would talk to the young creative writer about attitude,
perspective, evaluation, and expertise. But let's send him out Of the
room now and talk just a moment with each other, professionally,
about the statusirof rhetoric in creative writing teaching today.

We can di$tinguish, it seems, between the study of traditional
rhetoric as aprelude to the study of creative writing, and the incor-
poration of certain aspects of rhetoric into the teaching of creative
writing itself. The incorporation, I have to admit, involves a certain
transformation of traditional rhetoric if it is to be truly serviceable.
For instance, rhetoric's ultimate goal of moving an audience to some
action probably gives way in creative writing to mming an audience
into a community of feeling and perception with the author. And
whereas in traditional rhetoric one seeks to convince an audience
of the reasonableness of the communication, in creative writimig
the goal may rather be to effect verisimilitude or an emotional
intensity. Whereas in traditional rhetoric, communicationin a
rather strict senseis a sine qua non, in creative writing. commu-
nic Ion may sometimes bend to sheer cxperientialism: giving the
reader a sense of denotationless beauty via patterns, sounds,
rhythms, progressions, and the like.

Making such transformations, we can conceivably achieve a
rhetoric of creative writing analogous to and \developing from tra-
ditional rhetoric. We don't quite have that separate rhetoric of
creative writing yet, but I believe something like it is emerging in
the academic world, at least in a few of our writing programs.

If we were to go into the creative writing classroom today we
would find, I think, three basic modes of instructionand there
would be no great difficulty in recognizing the class in, which
ibetorie is iable. In one classroom we'd find instruction going on
according to the "method" school of actingthe student is stimulated,
but is left to his own technical devices, encouraged only to express
himself from his own depths. His creative products are to be judged
by the criteria of his own involvement in their creation; by his
sincerity and honesty. His work is to be considered successf'il to
the extent that he has poured into the work his own passions and
pains. In a second classroom, we'd findinstruction focused primar-
ily upon the construction of literary works; the student is taught
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to write the poerii or story as absolute formsthat is, in- a Platonic
waywith the products judged in the light of ideal examples of
the genres. This- kind of teaching is most consonant with the old
"New Criticism" and is essentially concerned with literary works
divorced altogether from both conception and reception. In the
third classroom, we'd find the instruction centered upon helping
the writer reach his audience: teaching the student a repertoire of
skills, but. evaluating those skills in relationship to readers; teach-
ing the student to write a sonnetbut asking him to write it several
times, in consideration of one audience this time, another audience
another. The creative writing classroomin which rhetoric is a
major considerationis primarily a workshop 'in which a student
can present his work and be given feedback by representatives of
various life-styles in our society today, a workshop in which the
student will be forced to realize that he can't reach everyone and
that what he "intends" is not what his auditors always "get"; he will
be forced into an identification of the people he wants most to
reach and the rhetoric it will take to reach them.

I think the rhetorically-oriented creative-writing classroom is
developing. And, at the same. time, there is a very special pedagogi-
cal need thatto my knowledge at leasthas not yet been satis-
fied. And that is the need for a rhetorically-oriented creative-writing
textbook. We must either incorporate more creative writing matters
into our general rhetorics, or we must prepare special rhetorics
dealing with the special goals of creative writing students. I don't,
of course, mean that we don't have good books in the general area
of rhetoric and creativity, but even such a fine book- as Wayne
Booth's Rhetoric of Fiction is not really the sort of book in which a
student can find anything like specific writing advice. We need a
text that sets forth actual writing practices drawn from a wide range
of contemporary literature. We need a text that will show us all
the different ways to bring a character through a door and into a
room and that will advise us which way would be bestgiven our
audience, our subject, and so on. We do have some excellent pre-
liminary studies of literature that I think can make such a text
increasingly possible: Herman Meyer's The Poetics of Quotation in
the European Novel, for instance, or Barbara Herrnstine Smith's
Poetic Closure: A Study of How Poems End. But I call such works
preliminary because the information they contain has not yet been
incorporated into a practical rhetoric, into a systematic and shar-
able knowledge that can be used by the artist to create his own
rhetorically-successful writing.
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Rhetoric as, a prelude to creative writing, rhetoric as an attitude
and methodology in the teaching of creative writing. Both of these
could change the complexion of literary artistry here at the end of
the twentieth century. And I speak with great sincerity when I say
that the call for a restitution of rhetoric is more than the self-serving
admonition of the rhetorician himself. I have, in my teaching career
at least, seen too many "creative writing tragedies"the tragedies
of talented people denied their creative fulfillment because they
never experienced the baptism of rhetoric. I've seen y oung students,
older nip and women wanting to express themsch CS. N isiting poets
reading their workfailing because of an inability or unwillingness
to consider the nature of their audience and to make any accommo-
dations to it. How tragic to see the talented creative person uttering
his words blindly into the void with no one listening. Or, almost
as tragic, hearing him misdirect his wordsspeaking to one
audience, but spe'6king the language of another. I think such is a
sad waste, and if I were the god of literature for a day, I think I'd
take my lightning boltsor rose petalsor whateverand shat-
ter through the romantic myths of creativity that hang over our
heads. I would illuminate the creative experience with the rigors
and liberations of rhetorical knowledge.

Winston Weathers
University of Tulsa
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Rhetoric and Linguistics

In the definition of a famous Roman, the orator is a good man,
spektking well. Study of Quintilian's Institutes, however, reveals
that the definition must be expanded: a good'orator is a good man,\ ;speaking well, who knows e% cry thing. Thus linguisticsthe sy s-
tivnatic, scientifically-oriented study of the nature and structure of
languageis a part of the rhetorician's equipment. The good
rhetor, the good orator, knows all about language. Cons ersely, the
good linguist would know all about rhetoric. And classically, no
division between the two does exist.

Fortunately for the length of this paper, we can limit the
comparison, some parts of the ancient, inclusive world of rhetoric
and some parts of the constantly-growing, endlessly varied field of
linguistics can be left out of consideration. In another famous defi-
nition, rhetoric is the art of persuasion (or, in Kenneth Burke's
more useful modern term, identification). An art is consciously
acquired, and persuasion or identification must have an audience.
So, many things which are a part of modern linguisticsdesetip-
the phonology, comparative morphology, morpho- grapliemic rules
--N% ill be omitted. Some areas of syntax we can leme out. Syntactic
patterning, in ordinary speech, must be unconscious and swift, the
speaker may hesitate for a word choice, but he cannot hesitate for
a transformation he does not know he is making. The sentences of
unprepared speech concern the linguist but not the rhetorician, the
rhetor does not find sentences7or even write them, he re-wlites
them; they are in no way unconscious.

The term rhetor is used here to Mean a combination speaker/
w riter and the term rhetorician to mean one w ho studie, effit..ent
speech and writing. I omit two areas of discourse which NI ould
engage both of them usually but which lie outside of imMc diate
linguistic concerns invention and arrangement. rhetor has
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something to say and can arrange it, he is tot in need of, a Leuristic
but an artistic procedure for choosing hi words' and forming his
sentences.

Given his something to say and his desire to affect his audience,
rdern linguistics does offer the speaker/writer several grammati-
cal theses about how be might best form his sentences. Three may
briefly engage our a ttentionstratificational grammar, tagmemic
grammar, and transformationallgencratiye par-mat. Stratificational
grammar may be the wave of the future, with its concentration on
meaninglexeme, lexons, and the likeand its psychological
correlations of the strata of language. It is very useful as descriptive
theory, perhaps as heuristic theory, and in terms of comparisons
among languages. -

-,r

Of course, any modern theory of language is, by definition,
descriptive, comparative, and mil% ersal. All theories conform to the
basic data of language as now understood, and the differences lie
not even in interpretations of those.data but in approaches to the
use of them. I do not think, however, that stratificational grammar
is as helpful in the construction of the rhetor's periods as is tag-
memic pr transformational/generativ c. Certainly it has- not be:sri as
ir -ach used. .

.
Transformational grammar, N IliCh begins with Syntactic Struc-

tures in 1957is helpful to the rhetor because of its concentra-
tion on formal properties of syntax and sound' and because of its
search for the underlying universals of language generation. As it
is widely studied, and widel) taught, it is accessible to the rhetor
and can help him examine his sentence combinations.

,

In spite of its abstractness, or perhaps because of it, VG gram-
mar has been most lucid to many students when it begins from the
already formed, or transformed, surface structures. As a theory of
language, it begaii by moving away from the description of the
surface attempted (with considerable success) by the structural
linguist. However, the ordinary rhetor can grasp its principles only
by considering a surface structure and discerning processes and
principles beneath. Although it is enlightening filr him to recognize
phrase structure rules, and the transformations which act on the
phrases, he n1.not descend to anything. quite so abstract as a
d titreture. For his conscious applications of principles begin
at -some-some middling point on the transformational scale, when he
deliberately begins to manipulate his verbals and his verbids and
even his Verbs into a sentence that communicates.
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There is a divergence of aims here The rhetor does not have
to know what he is doing, not really; he has only to be able to do it.
The rhetorician who instructs himself or others has only to rceckg-
nice what is effective and determine how to accomplish it., He is
interested in competence only insofar as it manifests itself in per-
formance. The linguist has to understand the dynamics of language,
has to understand both competence and performance, but does not
particularly have to tell others how to perform.

Although many able thinker/writers bridge the gap beta een
rhetor-rhetorician-linguiSt one might be mentioned hue as be-
longing, howc cr loosely, with the transformationalists. Fitincis
Christensen, whose Notes Toward a New Rhetoric is one of the
best books around for the ihetut, declines himself a Auto -ician. His
use of the term generatke is not grammatical but conce tual. His
four-part scheme for assunblig soitencesadditio, din:aim of
modification, levels of abstraction, and textural Z,triety attends
not only to transformations but to readjusting the surface . tructure
br rhetorical cleric:es. He writes forthrightly al out how o place
absolutes and the use of adverbial sentence ope ers.

He is similar to wily rhetoricians in ano ter way, because he
goes be) oild the sentence to the NN, hole parag ph, bey oud the colon
to the period, as it were. This is not arrangement so much as the
stylish deelopment of a thought in a "meta-sentence." The ancients,
too, thought in terms of rhythmical and logical NVIIOICS.

For our purposes, the importance of Christensen and some
Similar writers is that they regard sentences as structures to be
lc-written, according to the rhetorical Wane of a writer who pays
eonsclutis attention to what he is doing and revises what helms done.

A third kind of grammatical theory, the tagmemic, is of special
service to the rhetor. Kenneth Pike is one hnportant practitioner
Imre, although many others contribute to the field. Tagm. mic
grammai describes language, and all human beim, ior, in terms of
pal ticks, naves, and fields, of slots and functions. in many ways it
depends on syntax patterning Lib understood by all gramnialias,
but the coneept.of function is more inclusive than it other linguistic
thcories. The patterns of language arc divided into sound (the basic
twit being, as usual, the phoneme), meaningful iirtits (the basic
unit being, as usual, the morpheme), and patterns of function :the
basic unit being the tagmeme). The function concert inlerwites

\language with other areas of human behm, ior, a tagmcmc may be
either a verbal or a non-verbal construct so long as it functions M
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the proper slot. This equation fits neatly with a division of classical
rhetoric frequently ignoreddeliveryand v*iith the xecognition
of the modern sociolinguist of the importance of body language in'
decoding linguistic utterance. It is clear to any grammarian that a
pitch pattern can function as an interrogativ e constitucut as well
as can an auxiliary permutation, that heavy stress can function
imperatively as well as can deletion of the subject NP. To think of
these as tagmemes or slot-fillers makes it easy to add rhetorical
Apparatus, the raised eyebrow, the direct eye, the aggressive hand
motions, which all actors know and which a rhetorician employs as
a matter of conscious of leiconseiuus technique. The sociolinguist
recognizes that these encoded signals will be decoded improperly
by an audience which hears or reads only words. Pike himself has
written extensively in sociolinguistics.

What I have said about these three `theories of language is, I
realize, sadly, absurdly, sketchy. In attempting to talk about rhetoric
and linguistics here, I have, I fear, got myself into ihc position of
someone who tries to talk to an audience of Sailors about the Atlan-
tic and the Pacific Oceans. The two have much in common, but
they are very different; there is a great deal to say about both of
them. It's likely enough that most sailors know more about both
oceans than I du. I suspect that what I am really doing is scattering
around a few drops from each.

To returumy modem them), of language Will be more nearly
akin to the notions of classical rhetoric than aop.oaelies
have been because it 'a ill be [Ink ersal and philosophical. The whole
dial of linguistic study in the second half of the 'twenticth cetiy
has been that nay, I have already mentioned the contributions of
Noam Chomsky to the ideas of language and .mind. His is only an
obvious name in a field'of linguistic research so rich that I h irdly
knon how to start naming namesCharles J. 'Fillmore on the uni-
versality of case, Fodor and Katz or Stephen Ullman in sethanties,
Sidney Greenberg or George Zipf in phonemic and semantic usages,
Roman Jakobson on anything.

Two new, or newly named, fields of linguistics directly engage
the rhetorsociolinguistics, hich I ha\ e already mentiunedmd
the not entirely distinct psycholinguistics. Undcily big the pogiess
in these fields is the wally remarkable NV 01 I done by biolingnists

ho study the physiological basis of speech. E. H. Letint berg
offers convincing eN idenee that brain dominance, the structure of
the 'nankin oro-pharyngeal cavity, and the coordination of motor and
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speech de\ elopment prose that all humans, and only all humans,
share language, and that the unher,ality of the human speech-pro-
clueing anatomy supports the universality of a semantic, gianauati-
cal, and phonological matrix of language in the brain.

This leads to certain exciting areas of psy cholog)cal linguistics
human memory., erbal. lean' ing. the processing/4 verbal data.
This research, much of which grow:, out of Chomsky an them izing
about the nature of language, reminds us of anopei ofteii-neglected;
field of classical rhetoi.iemcmory. The ancieut rhetorician scught'
de: ices to aid and improN e his own memory so that be could
dclixer long and puss crinl orations. In that., sense, memory NN as not
inohed with audience. However, the rhetm thought mach about

bat he could make his audience icmember and act upon, anal
what ornaments iveuld contribute to that end.

Current Search in psycholinuistics and biolinguistics looks
into how erbal stimuli act on the cognithe process, in other words
::hat patterns of sound or structure arc most noticeable, most
memorable? When the mind s6res memories, N% hat does it actually
store yhonemps, morphemes, tagmemes, lexemes? How are theise
units processed. both in storage and ::hen summoned out of It?
If the psychologist can Icam about the physical NN olking of menioI,
he can perhaps crack into the code of Datum] language. Although
much psycholinguistic work is outside our area here, studies of' Ole
use of syntactic patterns touch on bol:, Classical and modern rhetoric.
A recent article in the Journal of 'Verbal Learning and Veliihnl
Behavior probes into the comprehensibility of subject -Nerb Jela-
Huns in. comnlex sentences. The Creeks thought about that. too:
they knew the subject-Nerb relationship touches memory intimately,
but they analyzed it into zeugma, hypozenxis, parison, or hypotaxis.

Tien a bothersome question al ises. Language realh is an ocean.
Tt is so impossible to corer it all that we keep tiling to set un limits
tning to draw off latitude and longtitude so that we can naigate
But the ocean will not Awn C our boundaries. We must amdvze
mid classify or drown. but the lines v,e draw on the water are our
(mil. and they do not alwaNs match up with the lines drawn 1w
ntitel navicfators. Much that Aristotle classified as l'annrom late
style;' in Book ITT of the Rhqoric, is grammar nowconcord be-

e(-11 subi«.ts arid Nerlis in number, or between nouns and adiec-
, tires in gender. We call it mornho/ogn. but he called it /rxis. What

ps.cholinanistic exueriments seem to he telling us HOW is that the
units we have tried to classify will not stay separate. Patterns of
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sound and syntax and meaning are all one for our healing, um cog-
nition, our encoding or decoding of linguistic information. The
phonemes and the morphemes and the lexemes.run in togethel.

When writers in Language and Speech report their investiga-
tion of "Sentence Processing as a Function of Syntax, Short Tenn
Nlemory Capacity, the Meaningfulness of the Stimulus and Age,"
their work is related to linguistics and biology and classical rhetoric.
When scientists run tests to discover at what age a young child
begins to respond to (to be affected by, to remember) the sym-
metry of clauses (the Greeks had a word for that, too parallelism),
N% C Jee that the ancients knew something that we had forgotten for
a while about the organization of the human mind.

From a different approach, the "psychosemantic," Wallace
Chafe 's "Language and Nlemory " connects the kinds of memory
sin face, shallow, and deepN% ith syntactic and intonation pattcins,
such as the placement and stn ss of temporal ached's. IIis emula-
tion of the depth of expectation in% olyed in the uses of the future
with the le\ els of memory involved in the ,choice of the past tense
is an unusually thought-provoking concept.

With such \ arying.disciplines, 's e must consider the question
of method. It dues not arise when we reed the classical rhetoricians
they shnph tell us what they know, not how they found it out.
The psychologist has proceeded by experimentation (usually ex-
perimentation on the reactions of others). The sociologist Ni'orks
fruitfulh with stirs eying, interviewing procedures. Grammarians
and lexicographers have always turned to literature for guidance,
usually for support of precepts they had already determined. C. C.
Flic.s, in_the 1940's and 50's, reversed this process by examining as

Slait.!e a corpus o material as possible, one much closer to the native
speech than to \ be literacy, before drawing any conclusion. More
iecently, intlosRevtion, in which the linguist examines langnaae
by thinking of ITit he himself intuits about it: "Can I say this?"

-"Is this grammaitic in my dialect?" 'las_ provided new starting
points. Elicitation is the same thing, bot directed toward others:
"Can you say this?" "What would you put in this slot?"

These methods, which I bnye described %cry superficially, are
imperfect, subject to abuse and liable to failure Introspection is
necessarily subjective and often inaccuratc. Elicitation depends for
it success on finding cooperative, unself-conscious subjects who not
only will, but can respond accurately.
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'Yet some very distinguished work has been accomplished by
these methods. Did not the Brothers Grimm elicit fairy tales? The
Linguistic Atlas of the United States has, got on very nicely by
finding the right people and asking them what they say. A n Cent
1M0k, Elicitation Experiments in English, describes research in
which elicitation has been refined to modern pitch, taking in both
judgment and performance, and allow ing for ex cry ariable in
experimental pressure and subject 'espouse, V ith the Jesuits elec-
tronically analyied.

All twentieth-century study, of course, depends heavily on
statistical method and the computer. Wilhelm and Jakob Grimm
had memory, banks equal to those of IBM, but most of us do not,
and the computer has revolutionized linguistic study as much as
any (Am. Far more data can be collected, and much more complex
examinations can be made, than eN er before. The social scientists,,
pal ticauly , to whose disciplines language is central, have combined'
then research with data processing to supply the rhetor with ma-
terial of peculiar interest to him. .

For like the rhetorician and unlike the pure linguist, the social
scientist makes value judgments. A descriptive dialectologist may
measure a dialect only in terms of its - cures, but a sociolinguist
measures the psychological and cultural impact of speaking one
dialect or another, as a rhetorician considers the effectiveness of
one dialect over.another for a given audience.

Two problems in this urea trouble the linguist. One is that the
rigor of experimental science narrow:, the hinge of tin. research. One
of the most famous monographs of psy cho-socio-linguisties, was pub-
lished by Osgood and Walker in the j0141 nal of Abnol mal and Socid
Psychology in 1959, it is an analysis of the syntax and vocabulary
of suicide notes. They began with one hundred suicide notes and
one hundred ordinary personal letters as controls, but conditions of
the experiinent reduced the number to sixty -nine suicide notes and
sev enty -e,,o ordinal) letters. The general linguist is imp' essed with
the problem of getting hold of even one hunched genuine suicide
notesand appalled by the paucity of sixty -nine notes as a sample
Of human language.

Another problem which faces the ordinary rhetor (or any ordi-
nary person) is that modern science has no certaintiesonly v ar-

s and frequencies and percentages. Quintilian calmly directed
his students to "do it this way," without sharing any percentages
with them. But Languagc or Speech Afonovaph.s or Langung( and
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Speech are full of mends and means and vectors and Cayley dia-
grams. Many a reader has floundered through an article on a
subject of great interest to him only to reach a conclusion something
like this: "Thus the statistical variable of .05 can be seen to be quite
significant under certain conditions."

For all this, the social scientist in the second half of the twen-
tieth century has the machinery to test out some of the a»cient
insights of rhetoric. A case in point is an experiment conducted by
Bowers and Osborn on the power of metaphor. Beginning from the
dicta of Aristotle, Cicero, and Quintilian, that metaphor not only
alters the convictions of an audience but makes it admire the intel-
ligence and trustworthiness of the rhetor (contributes to his ethos),
the psychologists taped two versions of two speeches. Each pair
was identical, except that one concluded with a literal and the
other with, a metaphorical ending. Reaction of subjects to these two
speeches was carefully assessed. To some extent, it was as the
ancients had writtenthe metaphorical conclusions did change
attitudes somewhat more than the literal. But the ethos -of -the
speaker varied with the metaphor. One speech ended with a death
image; the other ended with an extended sex/life image. The death
image, although effective in changing emotional attitudes toward
the topic, affected the ethos of the speaker adverselythe audience
did not much like or trust him. The sex/life metaphor met with a
noticeable difference; it changed the audience's emotional reactions
to the topic, but it also made the audience somewhat more disposed
to respect the intelligence, trustworthiness, and ingenuity of the
speaker. The insights of the ancient rhetoricians are validated. but
the psychology of the twentieth century has played its part.

One last .connection between rhetoric and linguistics, perhaps
the most important of all. So far I have as umed that the rhetor has
a message to convey and an audience to whom he wishes to convey
it, and have taken no interest in the message. The linguist, I have
assumed, has not been much concerned with either message or
audience but simply with the language itself. He has demanded
objectivity of himself. But there are indications that the last two
decades of research, and now the future, may not allow this stance
any longer.

In his presidential address to the Linguistic Society of America
in December of 1972. Dwight Bolinger said firmly that "Truth is a
linguistic question We can, he said, no longer discuss syntax and
semantics without realizing that they can be used to mislead and
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that the hearer is not automatically equipped to recognizi. this. In
other words,,messages can be, and often arc, encoded in such a way
that they cannot be accurately decoded. The country is now ci) ing
for truth in business and truth in git eminent, and it is not enough
for the linguist to insist that he describes the system of language and
that lie is not responsible for the uses that men make of that st stem.
For we now realize, Bolinger said, that "the clamor for truth not
only embraces the way language is used, but the way language is.",
Syntaxthe unattributed passive which provides no subject to -be
held .responsible, the nominal compound which obscures the rela-
tionship between two nouns by omitting the prepositioncan
conceal and distort meaning. If communication is possible only in
language, then "truth is a linguistic question. because communica-
tion is impossible without it."

We are back in Athens, back almost 2500 years, back to that
pesky old man who so persistently asked, "But is it good ?' "Is it

. just?" "Is it tnic?" that society finally had to destroy him to get on
NN a-AB -business and- its government. We .are--back to .the ancient
conflict between the technician who searched for effectheness and
the philosopher who searched for truth. Rhetoric has never been
able to evade' this issue. Now it looks as if linguistics must face it, ton.

Ttirner Kobler
Texas Woman's University
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Rhetork, Whe her Goest Thou?

When I chose the title "Rhetoric, Whether Coest Thou?"an
obvious variation on the quo vadis m if what I had in mind
was posing the question, not about the Tither, the direction, that
rhetoric will take in the coming years bu about the whether, the
capability of rhetoric to adjust to the growin volume and variety of
rhetorical activities in our time. Whethe rhetoric can adapt
will, of course, have some influence on whither c goes in the future.
But whether poses a more crucial question, it seems to me, than
whither or whence or wherefore. With apologi, s co one of our
panelists, let me say that if rhetoric cannot Weat ier the storm, it
will Winstonly wither on the vine. I presume that t e toilers in the
vineyard would prefer to harvest the fruit of the vine and bring it
to an intoxicating ferment. If it is true that the Kobler is worthy of
her hire, all of us should Bennett-fit if rhetoricians Tate their
burden.'

Now that I have purged my system of those dyspeptic puns, I
can settle down to less serious business.

Unless my observations have been egregiously myopic, the
current scene exhibits a greater abundance and variety of what
can be regarded as rhetorical activities than I ever witnessed before
in my lifetime. Watergate alone has presented a three-ringed, three-
tiered circus of rhetorical activities. But there are many other arenas
under the Big Top of contemporary life, and in each of those arenas
prodigious acts are being performed, which contribute in their own
way to the divertissement or the heart-stopping of the spectators.
The ringmasters are scurrying about, frantically trying to keep the
acts in bounds, and the peanut galleries are howling.for more bread
or more circuses.

At this point, I should define what I mean by "rhetorical
activity." From the stock of available definitions of rhetoric, I
choose one from The Prospect of Rhetoric (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
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Prentice-Hall, 1971), a report of the National Developmental Pro-
ject on Rhetoric, which held its first conference at the Johnson
Wingspread Center in Racine, Wisconsin, in January of 1970. Using
the -definition of rhetoric provided in that book, I regard as a
rhetorical activity any activity in which "man uses of is used by
symbols of inducement" (p. 210). By accepting the term symbols
lather than the term words, I have broadened the pun iew to in-
clude not only verbal utterance or discourse, the tiaditional-province
of rhetoric, but also such non-verbal media as icons to use Mar-
shall NIcLuhan's win] for a 'Val iety of pictorial images and sounds,
whether musical or cacophonous. I lealize that by expanding the
province of rhetoric to embrace the non - verbal as well as verbal,
I run two risks: (1) making rhetoric so all-inclusive that it loses its
distinctness as a discipline and (2) alienating those teachers Who,
by disposition or training, feel uncomfortable in any medium other
than the logos.

Temperamentally, I too feel more comfortable in the verbal
medium. I feel that I am in my element when I am poring over a
printed page, on the other hand, I often feel a bit spooked when
I listen to music that is totally divorced from words or when I
watch the pictorial images on a, television screen after the sound
has been turned clown to an- inaudible level. Icons and sounds arc
languages too, but I am still at the stage where I frequently Inn e to
iesort to a dictionary in order to read those languages. For my
students, however, icons and sounds are native languages, languages
they learned, not at their mothers' knees but from those endless
hours they have spent at the side of their stereo sets and their TV
boxes. They need another kind of dictionary to read the printed
pages that I delight in, and I am beginning to suspect that when
left to their own volition, they are going less and less to the inted

tge and to Webster's word-ho ,rd. If they have a library, it is

more likely to he a library of record albums. Nor is it students alone
who are neglecting the printed page. I urge you to read George
Steiner's ominous essay "The Retreat from the Word" in his col-
lection entitled Language and Silence. In that essay, he paints a
gloomy picture of how academically - respectable disciplines Rich as
chemistry, physics, biology, history, and economics are recording
and transmitting their knowledge, not in articulated sentences but
in the mathematical modes of the chart, the graph, the curve, and
the statistical table. What has happened, Steiner says, is that 'the
sum of realities of which words can gibe a necessary and sufficient
account has sharply diminished" (p. 25'). Steiner is as unhappy about
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this noticeable retreat from the word as L or anybody else who
cherishes the word must be. But because I too have observed the
retreat from the word and have recognized the pre-emptn c mem
sion of other media of communication, .1 am prepared to run the risks
of blurring the Confines of rhetoric and of alienating my reluctant
colleagues. I want to become more polyglot than I am. I want to
learn all the dialects of the twentieth ,century so that in the years
that remain to me iii this vale of tears, won't have to sit in the
corner like a dumb thing, mumbling my familiar quotations and
fingering my first editions. We teachers can still reser% c our primary
allegiance for the spoken and written word, but we can enhance
our literacy and certainly can enhance our efficacy as rhetoricians
if we are willing to study how words interact with, and serve as an
adjunct to, other media of communication.

After all that indulgence in plaintive apologia, let me return
to the definition that I adopted from The Prospect of Rhetoric;
rhetoric is the study of how man uscs and is used by symbols of
inducement. Somehow that definition makes me optimistic about the
future of rhetoric. And it makes me less doubtful about whether
rhetoric will go.in the great Monopoly game among the other dis-
ciplines, rhetoric can confidently laugh off. the injunction, "co
directly to jail. Do not pass Go. Do not collect two hundred dollars."
Rhetoric can afford to be temporarily arrested. Rhetoric can collect
its thoughts, assess it resources, and calculate its risks before it. has
to make its next perilous career toward the grand pay-off at Co.
.nd judging front some of the impressie pose and poetry that lia%e
been issuing from behind iron bars lecently, the jailhouse is aot
bad place for a rhetorician to spend a few clays in.

From my:listening post as an editor or a journal, as a reviewer
for se% oral publishers of. prospectuses and manusci ipts of nen
rhetoric texts, as an attendant at sex. cral conferences, seminars, and
sy inposia on *rhetoric, I have gathered ample evidence That limn)
contemporary ihetoricians ameycollecting then thoughts.. asses,ing
their resources, calculating then risks and going for broke or the
$200 pay-off. I would like to lay some of that evidence on the
hum d so that y ou can decide w hethei rhetoric is a piece of prop-
erty in which you would care to make an investment.

One area of rhetoric that I find to be in a very healthy state is
the arca of style. aer since the appearance of rhetoric texts b such
Creeks as Aristotle, Isocratesi Corgias, llermogenes, and Lo'nginus,
flit study of style has been a major preoccupation of rhetoriciois.
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In fact,lhe study of style became such a preoccupation N% ith some
of them that they neglected the study of the other canons of rhetoric

invention, arrangement, memory; and delk cry with the conse-
quence that rhetoric was substantially impoN erished andivas_saddled
with the adhesive reputation of being mere "sournrand fur), signi-
fy ing nothing." But it seems to -me that ill our time, professional
linguists and electronif.computers hake enlivened and i hed the
study of style.2

Noam Chomsky's theory, for instance, about deep structure and
surface structure has served to prevent contemporary students of
sty le from divorcing meaning from expression, and vice versa. j. L.
Austin's theories about utterances as "speech acts" may help to
discourage the notion of a dichotomy between thought ana expres-
sion. In one of the issues of College Composition and Communica-
tion this fall, I will be publishing an article by Alan Lemke, in
N% Ilia he argues that we teachers of composition should move away
from the expression theory:of writing and adopt the action theory
of writing as the rationale of our composition courses. The
expression theory, Lemke says, "sees writing as a process
through which a writer more or less adeptly puts thoughts into
words." The action theory, on the other hand, is "one which holds
that a writer thinks and then translates thought into overt verbal
acts." Teachers committed to the expression theory are likely to
write on a student's paper, "Your ideas are good, but your expression
is poor." Lemke maintains, however, that when a person thinks one
thing and then writes something slightly different, "he has not
expressed himself poorly, he has simply completed two speech acts
with different meanings" the meaning of the thought and the
meaning of the overt verbal act. The "speech act" theory should
be of interest to rhetorjcians, for if to write or to speak is to do
something rather than to express something, we may be influenced
to regard,. utterances as completions of actions in the real world of
events 'hcts such as warning, complimenting. reprimanding, urg-
ing, promising, pledging, thanking, affirming, informing, correcting
And when we look at what Austin calls the perlocutionary aspects
of utterances, we are into the rhetorician's heartland, because we
are studying ,the effects of utterances on the thoughts, feelings, or
actions of the audience.3 I think it significant that one of our more
prominbnt new rhetoricians, Richard Ohmann, has written exten-
sively, not only about the usefulness of transformational grammar
in the .analysis of style but also about the rhetorical dimensions of
J. L. Austin's "speech act" theory.4
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The compute' too ha.. made a helpful contribution to the study
of style. Not only has the computer facilitated the collection of data
fc. complete and accurate L. neurdallec. and w urd-lists, but it has
also facilitated descripthe studies of lexieal and sy ntactieal patterns
in prose and poetic texts. The compute' assisted &Wieling of hard
eidence about the stylistic. features th,it actually appeal in pi lilted
pages has helped to confinu 01 to correct the inipiessionistic and
subjective characterizations of sty le that w e haN c had in the past.
Does Ernest

din
ay write predoniinantly in shun t, siruplc

sentences? impression we may get horn simply reading him.
The computelk can answer that question and others like it. (I can
assure you that the computer will turn up many surprises about
IL:whip ay's style.) As an example of what an industrious, intelli-
gent, sensitive student of language and literature can do with the
aid of the compute', let in recommend to you Louis Milie's A
Quantitative Approach to thurStyle of Jonathan Swift (The Hague:
Mouton, 1967). We will get'll-iore studies of this kind as our pack-
ate students, desperate to find 1111A orKed topics fen their ta-
dons, turn to this relatively unplowed field.

As further evidence of the healthy state of sty listic studies to-
day, I would point to the many collections of essays on sty le bow

ailable for classroom use and to the existence of Richard 13ennett's
journal Style, now in its seventh y car of publication. r would puiot
to the many impressice articles in that journal that explore theories
of style or apply theories to the analysis, of specific texts, and I,
would also point to the astonishingly extensive annual binography
of stylistic studies -in that journal. Because the study of sty le con-
centrates on ucrbal discourse, it should be congenial to teachers of
English, whether their primary interest is literature or linguistks or
rhetoric or, composition. Intensh c study of style may be unfamiliar
territory for many of them, but at least it is not alien territory.

Another healthy area of rhetor ical studies at present, one that
assures me that rhetoric will indeed go Rh the march of events,
is that of invention what has lately been referred to as pre-wilt-
ing, all those processes that we engage in before we sit clown to
inscribe words on 1 blank sheet of paper.. Invention is unquestion-
ably the most crucial area in the whole composition process, but !,

unfortunately it is or has been the most mysterioatea.
tiOn gets us into this misty mid-regiou of epistemology'', the branch
of philosophy that deals with cognition, with the question of how
the human mind comes to know. That rhetoriQians since the time of
Aristotle have been vitally interested in the problem of invention
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is evident from the preponderant attention they accorded it in
their rhetoric texts. Those N, ho did not find the system of the topics
devised by the classical rhetoricians to be of much help in crack-
ing the mystery of invention turned hopefully to the disquisitions
of creative writers. Surely the poets, novelists, dramatists would be

able to give us an illuminating exposition of the composing process,
from, conception to final execution. Coleridge tried his hand al. such
an exposition in the Biographic/ Litcraria, but unfur tunately , he never
got down out of the abstractiev el of talking about the imagination
and the fancy. Perhaps the most illuminating exposition that we have
had from a creative writer is to be found in Henry James's Notebooks
and in, the Prefaces for the New York edition of his novels, and
stories. But even that "most" was not enough. James was able to
tell us' what the "germ" was for many of his stories and then .show
us what that "germ" matured into after it had been drawn up out
of the "deep well of the unconscious." But even a self-conscious
artist like James was not able to explain fully just how the idea
evolved from germ to maturation.

Nor have I found that any of the new rhetoricians has given
us the ultimate key to unlocking the mystery of how we discover
something to say on any given subject. But by appropriating some
of the findings and insights of physical ,scientists, psychologists,
psy eholinguists, and cultural anthropologists like Claude Levi-
Strauss, some of the contemporary' rhetoricians have 'provided us
vv ith some ',eV heuristic procedures that can aid the stymied writer
in finding something to say. Richard L. Larsen, who has himself
published some valuable articles on invention, has conveniently
summarized several of the recent heuristic systems in an article
published in the December 1973 issue of Kansas English ("Inven-
tion: Discovering One's World," pp. 18-24).

One of the most innovative of the recent systems of invention
is the one that Richard Young, Alton Becker, and Kenneth Pike
developed from tagmemics, and presented in their rhetoric text

Rhetoric:, Discovery and Change (New York: Harcourt, Brace,
juv anovich, 1970). Combining the perspectives of particle, wave,
and field notions that they appropriated from physics with
the perspectives of contrast, variation, and distribution notions
that they appropriated from linguistics Young, Becker, and Pike
have des. ised a heuristic .procedure that, as actual classroom experi-
ments have shown, students find useful in generating ideas for
papers they have to write. Running the themes of variation, contrast,
and distribution successively tint/ugh particle, wave, and field, the
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student is pros ided w ith set of ktitte questions that be can apply
as a heuristic probe of homily any subject. Su, ful instance, he
can look at the contrastiveleatiires of an object, idea, or expel ieme
(how does it differ from other objects, ideas, or expeaiences that ale
like it?), at its range of variation (how much can the object, idea,
or experience be changed al 1 In! 1s.... be recognizNe as what it is?),
and at its distribution (how ale the components olganized ill 1 ila-
11011 to one another? Mow specificall), how ale they related by
class, in class systems, in tegyoral sequenee, and in space ?). Once
the student gets a firm grasp of the diffeientiation among the nine

' questions, lu finds the questions as useful ful genenating something
to SaN about a subject as joinnalists find the funnulaie questions
who? Olaf? when? where? how? when tlwy are writing a news
story.

Similarly, William InusLher in his The Holt Guide to English
took Kenneth Rtuke's dramatistic pentad of action, agent, scow,
awajp, mud purpose and SUbdiVidCd thusc iive topics into fifteen
bask- questions that are capable of generating kennel plopositions,
Is lila iu turn can be expanded, supported, and evaluated.' Richaid
Lat,on de\ ised a much longer list of questions that can be asked
when one is writing about single items, about a completed event
or an ongoing process, about abstract concepts, about collections
of items or CV (AILS, ur about propositions.6 171 Mal key OWII experience
in the composition classroom, I find that sets of formulaic questiinis
setve the students better in generating ideas than du the inert
classical topics that I have presented in my text.

Lately, Richard Larson and Richard Young have been expioi ing
the possibility of using the technique of proNem-solving as a
burn istic do ice. Larson has written about the Problem-soh ing
proLess in his article "Problem-Solving, Composing, and General
Education" (College English, 34 (March, 1972), 628-35), and I
aunt summarize that article here. Under a grant from the National
Endowment for the Humanities, Richard Young has been experi-
menting with the problem-solving technique in a rhetoric elan for
seniors in the College of Engineering at the 'University of Michigan.
Young reported on this experiment in a paper "Problems and the
Rhetorical Process" that he prepared for a forum on rhetoric that
I (haired at the 'Midwest Modern Language Association convention
III Chicago in November of 1973 and in a published summary report
entitled The Tagmemic Discovery ,Procedure: An ELaluation of Its
Uses in the Teaching of Rhetoric (Universitv of Michigan, 1973).
The problem-soh ing apps uadt can help the student generate ideas
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for a piece of writing, Young contends, if lie can be trained to rceog-
nize and analyze a .problem and the. to articulate clearly what the
problem is and what the "unknown" is that is, what it- will.is that wi
eliminate or mitigate the problem or the 'felt difficulty." Another
dividend of the problem-sal% ing technique is that if the student is
dealing with something that is really a problem for him and Young
insists that his students deal with real, not imented or putative,
problems the genuine quest for solution can lead to the kind
of pzrposeful writing that many of our assigned topics often can-
not produce.

In an article in the May 1970 issue of College English,7 Ross
Winterowd proposed another set of insentional topics. He argued
that the seven basic relationships that exist among sentences or,
more accurately, among what Kellogg Hunt calls T-units can sirs e
as topics to generate units of discourse larger than the sentence.
Those ses en basic relationships, which are the source of coher-
ence in collocation of clauses, W'intcrowd classifies as (1) coordi-
nate, (2) obversative, (3) causative, (4) conclusive, (5) alternative,
(6) inclusive, and (7) sequential. Winterowd says,

AIR' set of topics is merely a way of triggering the process. Thus
the student, say, who has difficulty with the invention of argu-
ments,.can use the se.% en-item list to tell him what might come
next not what content, to be sure, but \slot relation ,his neq
unit must take to the pre\ ious one There are only seven possi-
bilities. ( pp. 834-5)

I see immense possibilities for the friutful application of Win-
terowd's seven-item list in the composition process, because the
seven relationships that lie outlines scent to me to designate, ar, the
classical topics do, the characteristic waNs in which the human mind
operates NN hen it is operating deliberatively. Having seen the man-
uscript of the rhetoric text that Winterowd is doing for Harcourt,
Mace, I can tell x.))11 that in that forthcoming text, he demonstrates
the practical applications of his system of topics as well as other
ss, stems of topics to tie composition process. Having seen the
manuscript of a book to be-called A Theory of Conceptual Rhetoric
and the manuscripts of some forthcoming articles, I can also inform
von that Frank D'Angelo of Arizona State University has formu-
fated his own set of\ generating devices that could be helpful to
students who have tr6ble finding something to say.

The upshot of this review of some of the recent work in linen-
tiongl theory is that I fir>d the current thinking about the most
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crucial stage of the composition process to be in a Aigorous and
promising state and that if we teachers of composition do not
entirely abandon the cognitive approach in the cla,sroom, in
response to the current vogue for th..! affective and the turn on-thi:-
spigot approaches, we will be able to make use of these new heuris-
tic procedures to provide genuine help for oui floundering students.

Another encouraging development is the attempt by contem-
oral y rhetorician to devise new w s of classify ing modes or genres
of discourse. The classical rhetoricians dealt primal ily with pei sua-
sive discourse, and partly on the basis of the kind of audience that
listened to the discourse and partly on the basis of whether the dis-
course dealt with the past, the present, 01 the future, they distin-
guished three species of persuasive discourse. judicial, deliberative,
iind ceremonial. Late in the nineteenth century Alexander Bain pro-
posed the "four forms of discourse" that, remained the staple of
school texts for over seventy-five years. exposition, narration, de-
scription, and argumentation. But in the last ten years, some
interesting new rationales fol classifying kinds of discourse have
been proposed.

In 1964 Leo Rockas, in his Modes of Rhetoric (New York: St.
Martin's Press, 1964). classified the types according to the means
of procedure: the static modes (description and definition), the
temporal modes (narration and process), the mimetic modes (drama
and dialogve); and the mental modes (ieverie and persuasion).
Winston Weathers and Otis Winchestel, afterhaving proposed in
their J968 text Prevalent Forms of Plose (Boston. Houghton Mif-
flin) the more conventional types of the popular article, the profes-
sional article, the personal essay, the formal essay, and the critical
essay, in 1970, in their text The Attitudes of Rhetoric (Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall), came up with- a much more interesting
and fruitful way of classifying discourses according to the writer's
attitude toward his subject and his audience. Arguing that attitude
constitutes a significa4 part of the writer's message and influences
the choice of strategies that carry the message to the audience, they

,presented nine different kinds of discourse according to attitude:
confident, judicious, quiet, impel ath e, impassioned, compassionate,
critical, angry, and absurd.

James Moffett and James Kinneavy have also done some astute
rethinking about the modes of discourse. Viewing rhetorical inter-
action in pronominal terms of I, you, and it, Moffett in his Teaching
the Universe of Discourse (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1968) pro-
posed two ways of classifying discourse according to a time/space
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perspective. In terms of the distance in time and space between
speaker and listener, between first person and second person in the
rhetorical interaction, Moffett classified four kinds of discourse:

ReflectionIntrapersonal communication between two parts of
one nervous system (as in a journal or an interior monologue)

ConversationInterpersonal communication between two people
in vocal range

CorrespondenceInterpersonal communication between remote
individuals or small groups with some personal knowledge
of each other

PublicationIxnpersonal communication to a large anonymous
group extended over space and/or time (p. 33).

Moffett then proposes another classification according to the
increasing distance between the speaker and his subject, between
the I and the it of the rhetorical interaction:

What is happeningdrama, recording

What happened narrative, reporting

What happensexposition, generalizing

What may happenargumentation, theorizing (p. 35).

In his A Theory of Discourse: The Aims of Discourse (Engle-
wood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1971), James L. Kinneavy viewed
rhetorical interaction in terms appropriated from communications
theory encoder, decoder, signal, reality and he distinguished
the types of discourse according to which element in this four-
part interrelationship received the predominant emphasis. It the
emphasis is on the encoder (the speaker or writer), we get Expres-
sive Discourse, if on the decoder (the audience), we get Persuasive
Discourse; if on the signal (the message, the work, the artifact),
we get Literary Discourse; if on the reality (the universe, "the
world out there"), we get Reference Discourse. Reference Discourse
in turn is subdivided into three distinct species: Informative,
Scientific, and Exploratory. Each of these aims of discourse, Kin-
neavy claims and demonstrates, has it own system of logic, its own
organizational structure, and its own stylistic charaCteristics.

MI of these attempts to invent a new terminology and rationale
for kinds of discourse may have been sparked by Northrop Frye's
concern for reorienting and redefining genres in his influential The
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Anatomy of Criticism (Princeton, N.J.. Princeton Lillis ersity
1957). In any case, all this serious reworking of the theories bout
modes of discourse has inspirited me about the future of ilietolkal
studies, because it opens the way to our considering a broadei spec-
trum of discourse than we .11,1% c traditionally dealt w ith in 0111
classrooms.

What else do I see on the current scene that makes urn; optimis-
tic about the future of rhetorical studies? Man) things, really, but
I can only mention some of them here and hope ) ou \\ ill postic
those de\ elOpments oi suggestions that interest ) on particularly .

For one thing, I was much impressed by the prize-winning
essay by Richard Coe, which Gary Tate will publish in the next
issue of Freshman English News. In this essay, Coe contends that
we ha\ e to develop a new rhetoric to fit the clanged consciousness
of our computer age. The kind of mechanistic, linear consciousness
that has prevailed until recent years is a heritage of Newtonian
physics and Deseartesian epistemology and is built on a sct of anal-
ogies with energy systems the billiard-ball model of the mils( Ise.
Cybernetic consciousness, on the other hand, is built on a set of
analogies with information systems and operates, Coe maintains, on
an entirely different logical order than .energ) systems do. So we
%1 ill 11,1N.0 to modify and supplement our thinking and out tea( Mug
on such matters as causality, summativit) (the axiom that the N% hole
is equal to the sum of all its parts), and the duality of all phenom-
ena (those dichotomies that we are so fond of mind/body,
heredity ;cm I1 onment, man 'nate, e, thought/expression ). We can
get oin retraining for the computer age, Coe proposes, from ...rich
disciplines as quantum physics, gestalt psi chulog), cybernetics, and
general-systems theory not from formal study of these disciplines,
of course, but from what filters down from these disciplines in
terms that the layman can understand. This was a very exciting
essay for me, and I urge you to read it when it is published. Chaim
Perelman's great book The New Rhetoric: A Treatise on Argument is

also a re\ olt against the positivistic mode of thinking that, the West-
ern w of Id inherited from Descartes, as is Way ne Booth's forthcoming
book Modern Dogma and the Phctolie of Assent. (As an aside, I
hope that Wayne Booth will find an outlet for his paper "B. F.
Skinner's Rhetorical Theory" that he prepared for my forum on
ihetorical theory at the Midwest MLA meeting last Novembei ,)

You may have noted that I have not said anything et about
"symbols of inducement" other than the verbal ones. One reason for,
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that silence isthat the contemporary rhetot icians I ha\ e been talk-
ing about have not said much, directly, in their books and articles,
on the other media of communication. But I see no reason why
much of the new theory they have developed could not be applied
to the study of films, cartoons, comic strips, records, and ache' Us-
ing. For the theory about these other media of inducement, we ha\ e
to go to that maverick rhetorician of the twentieth century, Marshall'
McLuhan. And if one is to judge from the articles in Owl' journals,
speech teachers seem to be doing more theorizing about the rhetoric
of the audio-visual media than English teachers are. Where I get
the hint that English teachers may be dealing in the classroom
with the rhetoric of the audio-% isual media is from some of the
freshman readers that haN e been appearing recently,. such as Popu-
lar Writina in America. The Interaction of Style and Audience_ ed.
Donald McQuade and Robert Atwan (New York. Oxford University
Press, 1974) and The Age of Communication, ed. William D. Lutz
(Pacific Palisades, Calif.: Goodyear Publishing Co., 1974). In addi-
tion to prose essays, anthologies like these carry cartoons, comic
strips, ads, photographs, paintings, collages, and the musical stories,
as well as the lyrics., of popular songs.

And there is evidence too that English teachers are leading
their students to study the rhetoric of the small units of the language
of inducement. No NCTE committee in recent years has icceivcd as
much notice in the public press as the Committee on Public Double-
speak has received lately. Se% eral of the mote active membeis of
this committee ha% e been directing then attention mainly to the
exposure of the jargon, the euphemism, or the decepth ClICSS to be
found in phrases or single sentences from public utterances. Two
anthologies of public doublespeak Katie already appeared, Robert
Cirino's Power to Persuade: Mass Media and the News (New York;
Bantam, .1974) and Mario Pei's Double-Speak in America (New
York: Hawthorn Books, 1973), and at least two more are in prep-
aration. The mood of young people has been so soured by el, ems
connected NN, ith the Vietnam War and the Watergate affair that the
time may be propitious for us to lead then to a serious and iaten-
she study of how language ;s being used to 'falsify and to obfuscate.
But before we can do that, we will have to clean our own house
of some of the worst examples of academic English.

In the May 1974 issue of College Composition and Communi-
cation, I am publishing an article by Frank D'Angelo in which he
analyzes current examples of graffiti from the point of iew of the
classical schemes and tropes. The lead article in the May 1974
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issue of Esquire is Norman Mailer's "The Faith of Graffiti" in which
the author discusses the social significance of the flamboyant
graffiti painted on walls, buses, and subway cars in New York City.
I know of teachers who are having fun studying campaign buttons,
buMper stickers, advertising slogans, and the drawings and slogans
on T-shirts. That some teachers are giving attention in the class-
room to these one-liners may indicate that they have been con-
vinced by Marshall McLtihan's claim that in this electronic age a
good deal of persuasion is being conducted, not in the discursive,
linear, protracted monologue of former years but in the framnen-
tary, non-sequential, mosaic modes of discourse.

When one is disposed to see will-o-the-wisps, he will see will-
o-the-wisps. And I do not dismiss the possibility that I see a good
deal of significant rhetorical activity on the current scene because
I am disposed to see it. Someone-else, oriented in a different way,
might view the same phenomena as social or political or religious
or ,cultural movements. But while I grant sociologists, psychologists,
philosophers, and anthropologists the right to s iew these phenom-
ena from their perspective, I want also-to be granted the privilege
to iev these phenomena from the point of view of a rhetorician
that is, as instances of how man uses and is used by symbols of-
inducement. That is an honorable occupation for the only symbol-
-using creature on the face of the earth to be engaged in. And I
hope-I have presented some evidence that a number of honorable,
intelligent, serious-minded symbol -using creatures are engaged in
this honorable occupation. Because the quality of the men and
women currently engaged in rhetorical studiesmany of them work-
ing in nooks and crannies, far from the madding crowdand the
quality of thought that is emerging from those studies, I am confi-
dent that rhetoric will make a go of it in the coming years. The
crucial, unanswered question at the moment is whether the great
masses of our citizens are prepared to go along with rhetoric. We
must induce them to come along for the exciting ride.

Edward P. J. Corbett
Ohio State University
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Notes

1The participants in *the Symposium in Rhetoric, besides Profes-
sor Corbett, were Winston Weathers, Turner Kobler, James R.
Bennett, and Gary Tate. (The Editors)

2See the two recent articles in College English, 35 (April, 1974):
Tim Shopen, "Some Contributions from Grammar to the 'Dewy of
Style," pp.1775-98, Eugene 11. Kintgen, "Is Transformational Stylis-
tics Useful?" pp. 799-824.

3See Paul Newell Campbell, "A 'Rhetorical View of Locution-
ary, IllocUtionary, and PerlocutiOnary Acts," Quarterly Journal of
Speech, 59 (October, 1973), 2806.

4See for instance the following, articles by Richard Ohmann:
"Generative Grammars and the Concept of Literary Style," Word,.
20 (1964), 424-39, ,"Literature as Sentences," College English, 27
(1966), 261-67; "Speech Acts and the Definition of Literature,
Philosophy and Rhetoric, 4 (1971), 1-19; "Speech Action and Style,"
Literary Style: A Symposium, ed. Seymour Chatman (New York,
1971), pp. 241-54; "Instrumental Style: Notes on the Theory of
Speech as Action," Current Trends in Stylistics, ed. Braj Kachru and
Herbert F. W. Stahlke (Champagne, Ill., 1972), pp. 115-41.

5See Chapter 4, "The Subject: Generating a Topic," The .Holt
Guide to English: A Contemporary Handbook of Rhetoric, Lan-,
guage, and Literature (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston,
1972), pp. .27-38.

6"Discovery Through Questioning: A Plan for Teaching
Rhetorical Invention," College English, 30 (November; 1968),
126-34.

7"The Grammar of Coherence," College English, 31 (May,
1970), 828-35.
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